
In the name of Allah. The most Merciful 

In the previous proclamation we had started to consider father’s responsibilities and duties 
in his family and we had pointed two of them and today we keep continuing by considering 
rest of them as we are begging God to help us in this way. 

The third duty of fathers is observing equality among their children. The whole world has 
created on base of justice and our prophet Mohammad (p.b.u.h) reminds us: even sky and 
earth stands on justice, so it’s necessary for every human society to care about justice as the 
family do so. in the most parts, it’s father’s duty to keep after & nonalignment to this 
important matter, for it can make &caused any problem and fighting among children just 
like what happened between children of Jacob (p.b.u.h) and then to Joseph (p.b.u.h) too. 
Listen to  this Hadith: Noman-Bin-Bashire(one of Prophet companion)narrated: I handed 
something to one of my son and his mother asked me: I wouldn’t be glad until you tell this 
to prophet and he testify it. I left to prophet and announced him. He asked me: did you give 
same thing to your other kids? I told: no. he added: what a pity! Do the justice among your 
kids. I would never testify cruelty. In other Hadith he added: God loves you to do equality 
among your kids even in kissing them. 

Fourth obligation, it is expressing your love to all the family members. because the kids and 
spouses would like and needs the food as they need the love too in the home. for example 
once their body feed up from the food,  their souls and feelings needs the love &kindness 
,although the love is more important than the others, because some body who lives in 
poverty, may achieve to high rank in the society, but in other hand, some  people in wealth 
are not able to understand the concept of cozy and comfortable in their whole life. because 
their souls are thirsty in love and kindness. Hence our prophet Mohammad reminds us: 
every one who kisses his kids, God mentioned a  good deed for him, and everyone who 
make his kids happy, God will make him happy in the Day of Judgment. In the other story, 
somebody told prophet: I have never kissed any children, prophet said: what should I do? 
God took out the root of kindness from your heart. When he left, prophet told: I think he is a 
man from hell. And it was narrated one day Othman-Ben-Mazoon (one of prophet 
companion) with a child prophet asked him: is he your son? Yes, prophet: he answered. Do 
you want to increase his love in your heart? Prophet asked. He answered yes please. 
Prophet told him: every one who satisfies a baby from his generation, God keep satisfying 
him in the doom, until he gets satisfied. 

We have to notice, that satisfying people is not in the way that God has allowed &pointed 
only, nor in the way that God has forbidden it. because there is a rule in our religious ,we 
don’t obey any creature if he is against the Lord. Our eighth Imam (p.b.u.h) written a letter 
to Mamoun: Obedient to parents is obligatory, even if they are infidel. 

In the second part, we should point to very important day. Tomorrow will be anniversary of 
murdering day of Ayatollah Mohamed Bagher Sadr and his sister Bento-al-Hoda. We 
strongly recommend our new generation to read his books& works in Islamic philosophies 
and Islamic economy and history fields. 

 


